Pattern Grammar

Unit 2.1

In the last unit, we looked at the Pattern 1.2: V n inf. In this unit, we will look at some other verbs
which follow the same pattern. Also, we will look at the similar Pattern 2.1 V n to-inf
Exercise One
Put the verbs into the correct box.

make
https://pixabay.com/en/boy-child-family-female-guardian-1300397/

https://pixabay.com/en/child-disobedience-father-female-2027489/

get
let
allow

Exercise Two:
Some of the verbs above use Pattern 1.2: V n inf. Others use Pattern 2.1: V n to-inf. Match the first
part of the pattern on the left with the second on the right. Also, put a tick in the Pattern 1 or
Pattern 2 box. The first one has been done for you.

1

1

Working fewer hours allows me

wait at least half on hour every time!

2

My friends are almost always late
for dinner. They make me

to eat vegetables but it was for our
own good.

3

I have a new personal trainer who
forces me

stay up late and watch TV.

4

If we finish all our schoolwork, our
teacher usually lets us

come to the office on the weekend

5

If you show me your licence, I’ll
allow you

6

Staying at my grandparents’ house
was always fun because they let us

to exercise every morning before
work.

7

I would prefer to have a boss who
doesn’t make us

to drive my car on Sunday

Our parents forced us

go home early on Friday.

8

1

to spend more time with my
children.

2

✓
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Unit 2.2

Pattern Grammar

Exercise Three:
Fill in the gaps using one of the verbs in the box. Decide whether you need to use ‘to’ or not. The
first two have been done for you.

make
know
retire
marry
drink
laugh

have

help
feel

want

wait

1.

My parents won’t let me ...have.... a car before my 18th birthday.

2.

I’ll allow you ……to make………. this mistake once, but don’t do it again!

3.

My mother is trying to get my father ……………. so they can go travelling together.

4.

That comedy show always makes me ……….., even when I’m feeling sad.

5.

My doctor allows me …………… alcohol once a week.

6.

I’m going to let them ………….. how much they hurt me!

7.

Don’t make me …………… for two hours like last time you were late!

8.

I will let you …………….. about the job as soon as I hear.

9.

If you’re unsure you can get someone ………….. you with the task.

sit

10. That fish dinner made her ……….. sick all day.
11. Traditionally, young people would stand up and let old people …………… down on a
train.
12. In some communities, parents force children …………… someone against their wishes.
Exercise Four:
Think of three important people in your life. Interview your partner or teacher. Fill in the table
below.

Example

Person

What do they make you
do?

What do they let you do

Father

Clean his car

Watch TV at night
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